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Abstract:
The growth and exponential influence of social media challenging modern media outlets and the scope of participants is rivalling
that of nation states. In addition the power of this media spectrum is forming another style of Public Square in cyber space and
the demise of the spiral of silence. In turn this appears to be democratic input that can affect public policy and perhaps affects
court administration and outcomes. This paper argues that while Courts must become more media savvy and modernise their
methods of information outputs, it is also incumbent upon them to consider the theoretical impact and practices at work and how
to ensure the delivery and dissemination of relevant responsive information and maintain the integrity and independence of
Courts and the Judiciary.

1. Social Media and a Brave New World
Social media has been heralded around the world as the new way of sourcing information and communication and this
new social world appears in some instances to be the predicator of a different style of democracy conducted by user
i
generated content. The site Facebook , which is expected to have 500 million users by the end of 2012, and Twitter are
larger communities than most nation states. The image hosting site Flickr also hosted more than 3 billion images in 2010
and photographs making the world famous libraries and museums pale by comparison. 75% of all internet users used
ii
social media in one form or another . There are more than 1.5 million private blog sites on line. This is a profound
change from the western cultural model of the management of power. This article discusses how courts, who are part of
that power arrangement, should engage with this new media to ensure that their role as bastions of independent
principled appliers of a rule of law is understood and appreciated in the broad community.
Western power arrangements have long been based on the nation state which claims a monopoly of power over people in
iii
a defined geographical area. Discourse in the community has been substantially directed by political, business and
media leaders who have interconnected interests. So as to ensure that conflict is resolved peacefully and without
threatening the position of authorities, the State intermediates the exercise of its power over citizens through the court
system which also ensures that disputes between citizens can be resolved peacefully. In better examples the population
exercises a degree of control over the powerful elites by the free election of the political leaders, the media discourse is
lively and free ranging and the court system is fully independent of executive government.
There was a time when the work of courts was accepted without substantial criticism and the Attorneys-General of
modern democratic states would speak up for and defend the courts. Those times are long past. The power of the nation
iv
state is declining as against large corporate interests, court systems are being privatized and parallel to this ownership of
the traditional media has become increasingly concentrated at the same time as its influence is challenged by the fast
emerging social media. Discourse around courts has increasingly focused on a ‘law and order’ rhetoric. Notwithstanding
low crime rates and relative safety, politicians and media have manipulated fear of crime to gain public attention and
courts have suffered collateral damage and sometimes direct attack in a discourse of disrespect about their work in
v
controversial cases.
To some extent the new media is still just an extension of the media spectrum of old but with a modern twist. That twist is
to encourage and enthuse the users to log on and to consume media in its myriad contexts and platforms which are
incredibly mobile. These contexts are now being designed to excite, enthuse and to disturb as part of what has been
vi
described in Australia as infotainment.
This form of infotainment is now part of a spectrum that finds itself lodged
between the cult of celebrity and the notion of the fear of crime that feeds what some journalists describe as the “hungry
vii
beast” : an ever hungry, and never sated, media that needs to fill a void 24 hours a day 7 days a week. The notion of
media agenda setting by opinion editorial pages in large national dailies is diminishing. Well known media blog sites still
attempt to keep the community scared or titillated and lead discussions on matters political and social, but increasingly
they have lost control over community discourse which freely swirls around social media unconstrained by the control of
nation state leaders. The current media climate is different from that of only a decade or more ago. The concept of mass
1
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media where a passive audience would receive and respond to messages whether from news or from marketers has
been overshadowed by the interactive form.
The issue for Courts is now clear. Should they allow themselves to shrivel under the increasingly strident and
opportunistic criticism of their work by the declining nation state leaders, or should they consider ways in which this new
but powerful method of communication in social media can direct and pull audiences so that they understand and value
the courts as a bastion of integrity in a world of celebrity. Can this be a way of showcasing institutions of independent
rigor in a world that is often at the mercy of pubic generated hatreds based on shallow discussion of distorted facts? To
answer this question it is necessary to consider the implications of these fast emerging new social media discussions.
2. Implications of Social Media
viii
What seems to be at work at present is the beginning of the end of the spiral of silence
which at one time kept whole
groups of people quiet and afraid to contest or challenge public policies and ideas and who did not speak out as the
number of people who did not accept their view appeared to be in the majority. Members of a community do like the
opportunity to be heard within what Habermas termed “the Public Sphere” but when that is offered it becomes clear that
the more educated and ideologically motivated members of a community are likely to attend physically. The domination
by business, political and media elites of traditional media discourse is an example of this phenomenon and often leaves
the “silent majority” simmering with voiceless anger.
The new public square at work in cyberspace gives often
ix
anonymous voice to personal points of view. Social media provides for those less inclined, or less educated and thus
less confident to attend in physical spaces, opportunities to express their views within cyberspace. The growth of the
citizen journalist has also exaggerated this in quick time with more and more blogs becoming the mainstay of the media
cycle. People are keen to be seen as being heard in modern deliberative democracies and the voice of the people known
within media by the term vox pop is truly representative of their points of view. This in turn then suggests that emerging
communities of interest are gaining more power and influence via the new public squares offered by modern media and
x
social media.
It is interesting to see what they are discussing. Studies of uses and gratification theory into how modern users of the
myriad choices of media platforms show that the various forms of digital media presently promote points of view of
xi
consumerism and consumption rather than being used to empower the users themselves.
A quick snapshot using
discourse analysis by the author Schulz especially prepared for this paper of the top trends and topics on twitter in April
2012 gives some insight into the use of this new technology.
3. Favored Subjects on Twitter
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The topics most favored were celebrity and personalities while news commentary has climbed into the 20+% mark in
addition to discussion of politics and other discussions. Although the chart above is just a snapshot and can change
rapidly it gives a useful indication of the nature of this media traffic. This augurs well for news outlets and others who see
opportunities to influence and use this to drive people to their on line news sites. Organizations are beginning to use the
service to promote information to targeted audiences and this is currently running at around 10% of traffic.
Commentators on this cacophony of new voices in cyber public squares of citizen journalism are identifying different
xii
sources of discussion and emerging themes.
The Panopticon theory of societal control contends that all major
controlling organizations need a watch tower approach to viewing and scrutinizing the behavior and reporting on them.
This concept was first used by Bentham in his work on prison reform and hospital surveillance techniques. Modern
interpretations of this theory is that the mass media until recently has become the watch tower and then instructs a
xiii
xiv
community on how to react by agenda setting.
In a safer society that has become more risk averse
fear discourse
has been used by the mainstream media to attract the attention of a public increasingly distracted by diverse sources of
information, with a heavy focus on discourses of disapproval, tough on crime political debates and Law and Order as
xv
entertainment. Political commentary has become a game of catch the mouse as politicians are asked to rule in or rule
out simplistic options and then if they make a mistake this is the story, not the substance of policy. However mainstream
xvi
media is suffering diminishing returns as speed of light communication undermines the importance of the daily
newspaper supporting the daily TV news services.
E juries, as the author Schulz calls the new judges of community events, and citizen journalists are now taking on the
Panopticon role in greater numbers. This offers opportunity to participate without the problem of face to face debate and
allows ideologically based information to be more widely disseminated preventing the Noelle-Neumann Spiral of Silence
which had in the past kept people away from such topics. It now appears that open slather arrangements of information
are expected and often are the predicators of news whether they appear to be true or based on innuendo or rumor. This
may lead to major discomfort for celebrities faced with what the author Schulz calls as trial by tweets or blogosphere
juries.
The tweets show the strong cult of celebrities, some of whom are purely narcissistic, while others use the attention they
xvii
have to influence public opinion.
Groups of people are now in a position to feel the power of having influence on
outcomes where in the past this may have been denied to them and they are actively pursuing this choice. For the novice
social media can be a minefield of potential error and may lead to mistakes in judgment on both a personal and
professional level. This has already been well established with the downfall of some of these celebrities who did not think
before adding information to blog sites or web pages or compromising themselves in public and being hurt when their
frailties or more are exposed to public gaze.
Contested space theories hold that the media as selects and frames what can be seen or should be reported about
xviii
traditional institutions such as courts.
The media stand between administrators of the organization and its work and
lead the public in their thinking. This has now changed with the growth of the citizen journalist who is now contesting
media space with mainstream media. The organizations are at risk of being framed adversely, in an ill-informed discourse
of disrespect unless they engage with this new social media.
According to Technorati Media, a social media information website, the difference in social media is the notion of users
determining and setting the agenda, and that the content reflects that of the main client base. In addition the audience
focused interactions means that the outreach is very diverse and encompasses a range of information and ideas that are
not typical of one way communication processes that have been so comfortable for marketing and communications
xix
specialists in the past. These types of interaction are more in keeping with the two way communication model which
advocates that in order for information to be truly absorbed and understood the organization, in addition to direct one way
dissemination of information, should find peripheral routes of persuasion to connect with consumers and responsive twoxx
way routes, to ensure key messages are being received. This approach encourages would be consumers of a message
to inculcate it in as many ways as possible so that it finds the most appropriate connections and is understood and
reinforced.
While the above gives a brief explanation of how the new social media is affecting discourse in modern society, courts
xxi
and their judiciary and administration are mostly holding on to their own Habitus or cultural tradition that holds courts as
separate, independent and above the fray. The question is whether in this new and constantly changing and challenging
world of e-communication, they can afford to remain aloof as this will leave them misrepresented, diminished and
ultimately irrelevant.
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Now that the privileged few no longer control the discourse in modern democracies there is a view that being heard in
xxii
modern democracies is vital.
Although courts will not wish to attend rallies in the modern electronic public square
should they consider using modern social media to inform and participate with the society of the citizens they serve within
the justice system?
4. Social Media Innovation for Modern Instrumentalities
There is now a plethora of government and other government funded organizations that have taken on the challenge of
xxiii
Social Media as a form of strategic communication.
Many government websites now have official Facebook and
Twitter accounts but there room to doubt whether they are effectively using the push and pull strategy that has been
identified as part of effectively using social media. The push strategy, which is described widely in marketing and
communication literature, is the manner in which points of view are disseminated via various strategic tactics designed to
get a point of view into the public domain while a pull strategy is designed to draw people and audiences toward an event
product or concept. Social media is particularly valuable to encourage would be audiences to log on or respond to some
“call to action” which is seen as a key to getting a targeted audience to react to a particular message. Mergel indicates
xxiv
that this networking strategy via the use of social media tools is:
‘highly interactive with a lot of back and forward between the agency and its diverse constituencies’. The new
media directors usually have a sense of who is following them and who they want to reach. They are using
Facebook, Twitter, etc., very strategically not only to control and direct messages to their audiences, but also to
have their ears and eyes on the channels where the actual issues are being discussed that might be of relevance to
their agency’s or department’s mission.’
Social media tools are not used merely for publishing purposes but it needs care to ensure they do not become a time
sink of the already overworked IT staff, but rather as a strategic information sharing and knowledge creation tool involving
social media champions from different content areas. However, the social media phenomenon that is sweeping the world
has its limitations and must be seen in the context of the whole current media spectrum and not as an entirely different
entity.
This now sets the tone for how Courts should view and use this emerging and powerful new communication tool.
It can be vital for courts to publicize decisions and modern media can certainly be effective for that. For example a court
nd
in Malaysia ordered an apology by tweet as reported on several blog sites (June 2 2011) in a defamation case. This in
xxv
turn attracted substantial media interest.
The push factor in putting out significant and important messages is a useful
way in getting in touch with targeted users especially on Twitter where the concise use of 140 characters is the method of
choice to present information quickly and efficiently. The problem for courts is that complex and difficult legal arguments,
decisions and outcomes including sentences or significant decisions cannot be captured in a tweet. Some news
xxvi
organizations have pushed for tweeting to be allowed in court (Herald Sun Melbourne Boston Globe, etc.) and some
news organizations around the world have “guest tweeters” chatting to an online and ever growing interactive audience.
Although such reports may seem banal, they do engage an ever widening audience in the work of courts. Once engaged
it is possible to then pull them to other court media sites that discuss issues more comprehensively. It is doubtful that the
courts could afford specialist tweeters to distil such issues for speed of light transmission but they may be able to permit
accredited media to do so and review their tweets to ensure the dialogue does not damage usual rules of propriety.
The Courts in England and Wales have issued a standard protocol in which tweeting, emailing and texting of messages
xxvii
from hand held unobtrusive devices is now permitted from courts under the direction of the judge
and this is being
mirrored in other parts of the world such as the USA and Australia (see Ramasatry 2010) . Already however, the concept
of mistrial and wrongful information looms large. At the time of finishing this article in September 2012 there has been the
suspected rape and murder of a journalist in Australia. The publicity given to this by the media during the search for the
offender engaged social media in a major way. When a Facebook page was established to assist in the search for her it
attracted 120,000 likes, some of which assisted police in their investigation. When her body was discovered and an
accused charged, 30,000 people took to the streets of Melbourne to express sympathy. Meanwhile details of earlier
sentencing remarks about the offender with clear potential to prejudice his ultimate jury trial have been posted on
Facebook leading the police to express concern about “a trial by social media” and how it might prejudice the trial.
xxviii
Facebook initially refused to take down the offending page.
This is a good example of how traditional media can push
a story but then it gains its own life on social media, with consequences that may affect the ability of the court system to
deliver, in its terms, a fair trial. This problem may be less profound in civil code inquisitorial systems, because the fact
finders are used to being well informed about the background of the accused but it challenges the common law jury trial
method, where lawyers routinely keep information such as the offenders prior convictions from juries, on the basis that the
prejudice outweighs any probative indication that the offender committed this new offence. The ability to censor this
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information does not extend to the internet so that the new social media paradigm may make the exclusion of this
information from the jury unworkable in notorious cases.
Again in Australia government and court orders for nurses to desist from strike action were challenged on Facebook and
this generated such high levels of public support for the nurses as to challenge the credibility of the court orders. This
clearly shows how the lack of control of information output and discourse can lead to mistrust and organizational or
reputation problems as the government, and the court, struggled against the onslaught of public support for nursing
xxix
staff.
Of course courts are increasingly using new media as a communication tool. Some courts tweet to connect with a target
group of users who need information such as plaintiffs, defendants, legal counsel, or even jury members to report for duty.
xxx
The Family Court of Australia has recently established a twitter feed and in the United States a court has ordered a
xxxi
virtual visitation to children by Skype for those parents who cannot afford to travel.
The Courts Service Ireland web site
in six languages provides good information about the work of the courts and up to date judgments on line, and an
interesting on line small claims system. The United States Courts, in addition to comprehensive information about the
xxxii
work of the US Federal Court, has a regular news services and email alerts for important news items.
In addition there
have been examples presented from the USA as indicated by Norman Meyer in his summing up as Chair of the Panel at
the recent international IACA Conference in The Hague. He pointed out that several courts around the world had taken
the initiative to proceed with innovative ways in connectivity for community. These included a range of activities such
xxxiii
as:






Information sharing about cases due to be before the courts
Community outreach
Publishing information with media jurors and staff
HR Recruitment of staff
Internal Communication

In Australia most courts have media officers to ensure an easy and accurate passing of case information to the
xxxiv
mainstream media and maintain comprehensive websites.
Despite this, in South Australia and elsewhere, the author
Schulz has amply demonstrated that this accurate information has not deterred the mainstream media, encouraged by
politicians bolstering their profile with ‘law and order’ scare campaigns, from running a discourse of disrespect about the
xxxv
courts.
Left without correction it is clear that this will feed into the discussions in the social media community leaving
courts denigrated and undermined.
Modern Communication Theory contends that social media cannot be ignored but must be considered as part of the
broader media landscape. The opening point of this article resounds in this discussion. The new Facebook networks are
a community that rivals the nation state and importantly are beyond the control of the nation state. The internet has
escaped the monopoly of the control over force that the nation state paradigm of power has successfully exercised for
several centuries. Whether they are tweeting, blogging or emailing the outcome is the same…the public are now in
charge of how and when and what information is being passed on from consumer to consumer. This is very different
from hotel or café gossip in a closed community. Here the comments, ill-informed or not, can reach an audience of tens
of thousands, and remain on the net to later misinform, even though they may be later discredited.
All this article seeks to do is to identify the implications of the new media and to suggest some practical policies to
respond to them. A fuller development of policy prescriptions will no doubt follow from experience in this fast developing
field and may be the subject of a later article.
5. Practical Polices
The new media offers many practical opportunities for court communication with staff and users, challenges and
opportunities in presentation of evidence and in making outcomes and reasons available to the broader public. When
controversies erupt around a court decision it offers opportunities to engage in, or inform that discussion. Some
comments follow about each of these.
Communication to staff and users
No doubt most courts already use email to for internal communication and diary management. New media offers
opportunities to improve and broaden electronic communication with staff and users. Staff forums and blogs can be
combined with new approaches to education through audio and video recorded information packets to better manage
information dissemination to staff and to make it more interesting and interactive. The same techniques can be used with
jurors. Similar techniques can be used to inform unrepresented court users and to brief lawyers on important policy
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initiatives. Electronic access to court diaries, court files and court databases offers great advantages in providing
necessary information in a timely way without using court resources that would otherwise be required to make it available
by physical means. Parties and lawyers can be reminded of court dates by SMS, twitter or informing their Facebook
page.
Most notions of service of documents are firmly rooted in notions of village or suburban life where a person lives at a
stable address, as demonstrated by the fact that one’s address is commonly used as an identifier. It is doubtful how valid
this is to highly mobile people who are likely to change employment and locations during the time whilst they engage with
a court, and even less so with itinerant “couch surfers” who may successfully live for years without a permanent address.
Concepts of valid service by notice on a Facebook page, or to a twitter account, or “whatever” (which is to say in modern
parlance the next emerging communication fashion).
There are dangers in any changed method. Before a party or lawyer is permitted access to a court data base the
information must be layered so that the privacy concerns of the particular jurisdiction are addressed. The author Cannon
has published articles suggesting policies to manage this, from an Australian perspective, but the principle he suggests of
designating data to separate levels and providing access to particular levels according to the needs and trustworthiness of
xxxvi
the person can be adapted to any jurisdiction.
Problems of ‘virtual service” are manifest in the uncertainty that one is
dealing with the actual person and not a false identity or “atavar” of someone else. For now the remedy for this would
seem to be that first communication should be by conventional physical means, with a clear stable identifier in addition to
name, such as a date of birth (or perhaps in the near future some biometric identifier), and then to obtain consent from the
person to use an identified electronic means for future communication.
Presentation and recording of evidence
The technology advances behind new media has made high quality video recording readily available. Most jurisdictions
value oral evidence. Many then do not receive it until long after the events being described, by which time the memory
has faded, and been changed by intervening events and new information about the original incident and other issues. In
common law jurisdictions we permit lawyers who are partisan for one side to obtain statements from witnesses with the
clear potential to introduce distortions and errors into later recollection. New technologies offer good opportunities to
improve the integrity of orality by video recording a person’s recollection at the first opportunity. In criminal cases, if police
are trained to ask open questions, they could be empowered to take evidence, the witness warned about the duty to tell
the truth, and record all witness statements at the scene or when they first locate the witness and store the data file in a
secure way to prevent editing or alteration. This video recording would be the disclosure to the defendants of the
evidence against them and could be used as the start of the evidence of the witness if s/he is called at trial. This would
save substantial police resources typing up statements and improve the integrity of the oral evidence. Likewise in civil
cases the first interview by a lawyer of a witness would be more reliable if it was video recorded, rather than being
interpreted into an affidavit form.
Another aspect of evidence is obtaining information from the internet. When discussing an outdoor scene of a crime or a
motor vehicle accident should we allow a Google Maps satellite and street view to be used, with appropriate opportunity to
clarify changes that may have occurred between the occasion under scrutiny and the time when Google took their image?
To be realistic, if we do not, then jurors and other fact finders might look anyway on their Android or iPhones. In Australia
xxxvii
a juror has been punished for independently finding information on the internet.
It may be cheaper and safer to use
appropriate internet information as a formal part of evidence than unrealistic prohibitions leading participants to do it
surreptitiously. In jury systems the issue of juries informing themselves from the internet (“the Googling Juror” who “saw it
on Wikapedia”) and even finding out about the defendant’s prior history from earlier media reports, or social media or
even court websites is a constant challenge to the ability of courts to filter the information that juries are permitted to use
to establish guilt. Clear rules to manage these challenges need to be developed. It may be necessary to permit more of
this information to be made available to juries and trust them to diminish the weight they place on it, rather than
pretending they can be quarantined from access to it.
Modern media has much to offer to better explain complicated scenarios, spatial relationships and to make technical
evidence more accessible. Once courts permit its use the issue of who pays the cost arises. It is a risk for courts to
invest heavily in technology which may not be used and will soon be out of date. Relying of parties to supply technology
may unfairly advantage a well-resourced technologically literate party over an unsophisticated poor party. This suggests
that courts need to make small investments in mobile technology, and renting technology as required, rather than
attempting to equip multiple court rooms with standing equipment. They do need to invest in training so that when
technology is used, it works.
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Courts should also record and keep the record of all public proceedings because modern media puts discreet recording
cheaply into the hands of all members of the public and modern software permits easy editing of the recording. Short of
confiscating all phones and electronic devices at the door, which would be a demanding and alienating process, it is not
possible to prevent private recording of public court proceedings. Having a complete court recording of the process will
be essential to discourage and disprove any misrepresentation of what happened in court.
Communicating outcomes and reasons to the general public
The work of courts is crucially important to mediate power in evolving society arrangements so that the rule of law is
maintained, but experience in the State of South Australia, where the authors live, demonstrates that the traditional media
xxxviii
and the political establishment cannot be trusted to fairly inform discussion about the work of courts.
It follows that
courts should ensure that the community is accurately informed about their work. Modern media offers multiple
opportunities to do this, and courts around the world already use some or all of these methods:
• Courts should maintain a well formatted webpage that is accessible to all current media to provide good background
user information and current materials on judgments and rulings of public interest.
• Judgments in matters of public interest can be streamed by a live feed to the internet and by traditional video media
at the same time as they are distributed in written format. These judgments can recorded and placed on the court
website as podcasts, video feeds to stream and download and in written format to read and download. This
requires judges to give thought to their audience which will be much larger than the lawyers appearing before them
and the appeal court in the future. Reasons need to have readily accessible summaries which read well, with
necessary long technical analysis of facts and law separated for the more determined viewer or reader to access as
they wish.
• The court webpage should include good push strategies, such as in the US Federal courts and the Australian
Family Court to send out email and news alerts. Push information should be provided in multiple formats. By
engaging in social media the courts will present a modern face to world and their work will be seem more relevant to
the younger generations.
• Courts should have an adequately resourced communications specialist (not necessarily a journalist) to advise on
the development and maintenance of a whole of community communications strategy. This will include educational
materials for the public and instructional materials for court users. The court communications specialist will need
skills of analysis of social and mainstream media trends of comment as well as a sound understanding of
mainstream journalism. The discipline of discourse analysis as well as journalism is desirable.
• The communications specialist will need to maintain good relations with mainstream media to ensure that reporting
of decisions is accurately presented and well informed as well as the knowledge to monitor social media discourse.
• Courts should consider tweeting and other social media live reports on high profile cases by approved users. The
communications specialist should review their tweets to ensure that they are appropriate and do not offend sub
judice rules or prejudice fair trial.
• Because tweets cannot possibly convey the nuances of legal complexity part of the push strategy will be to insist
that approved tweeters attach links to court information sites for more extensive information. This should achieve a
pull effect to bring the social media community to court web site information.
Correcting errors and engaging in controversies
This article argues that courts can no longer trust existing leaders or elites to respect or properly represent them. Once
they maintain their own communications strategy the question quickly arises how they should manage misreporting of
their work by politicians and the media and ill-informed discussions in the social media. Judges who decide individual
cases have always kept clear of engaging in the controversy that may attend their decisions. This is desirable to retain
their detachment and to be answerable to the appeal court under reasoned careful analysis, not swirling populist
discourse. In traditional media the communications specialist can go a long way to achieving fair reporting by direct
contact with journalists and their subeditors who may have skewed the meaning of an original fair article. However,
sometimes media discussion is damaging the institution of the court, and it should consider ways to respond to these
broader issues. One method is to have a respected retired media judge who can be a go to person to comment in
traditional media and should have access to skills in social media to engage in key internet discussion groups.
It is essential that courts expect and encourage community interest. Courts do not need to be liked but they do need to be
relevant and respected. They can expect media derision and disapproval of direct engagement with communities and
social media suggested in this article as it challenges their hegemony over the selection and mediation of the information
that is given to the community.
This is described by the author Schulz as the Discourses of Disapproval and Disrespect
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Courts have a core role to play as institutions that test claims and find factual reality and then apply established principles
to them in a rigorous way. In an increasingly connected world, where gossip and sometimes ranting of ill-informed opinion
is now widely available on line, this role of factual certainty and intellectual integrity must be even more important than it
was when most public discourse was mediated through traditional media dominated by those in positions of influence.
Courts and lawyers were part of those dominant groups. Now that oligopoly over community discourse is breaking down,
if courts remain aloof from the social media fray, they risk being diminished by opportunistic mainstream media and
political attacks which are amplified in the social media pack. The challenge is to use and build on communication
techniques discussed in this brief analysis to ensure courts are heard and valued in a way that does not compromise their
primary devotion to a properly applied rule of law.
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